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BREATHING WALLS

tain and manage. A green wall, on the
contrary, has medium, constantly flowing through felts, that wets the roots with
the required nourishment and dampness
that it requires. And the growth of plants
is horizontal. This means, even if they are
pruned at the surface, the wall will not
be completely depleted of its green skin.
Green facades are still majorly embraced
kinds of green walls at many offices, but
breathing walls are the ones that define
the latest gardening trend for office purposes.

How they work

Breathing

Walls

O

ffice spaces! They remind us of two
situations – One, of people buzzing with lots of activity and energy
because they stay happy with a super office cafeteria and colleagues gurgling with
laughter; and quite oppositely the second one – of zombies, preparing to break
their backs, but for a terrible boss and his
terrible work pressure. Well, a third one
is just in the process of getting the final
touches – productive people, working
blissfully in a fresh and green environment. The latest trend-setter as far as
office ornamentation goes – Introducing
wall plantation or more appropriately put
vertical gardens. And it is not the conventional wall gardening that houses all sorts
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The new face of Corporate Gardening
Now is the age of combinations and amalgamation! Beauty with
brains, dedication with smartness, decisiveness with smartness, and
the latest one, sophistication with liveliness! The last phrase was what
can be pronounced synonymously with vertical gardens.
of runners and creepers and allows them
to hide the entire wall behind a shabbily
arranged network of leaves and boughs! It
is about giving a part of the wall, a pattern
of neatly arranged and well-maintained
green canopy. And the horticulture industry is constantly coming up with a variety
of wall garden patterns and materials to
choose from, ranging from small plastic
coupes to glazed steel grids!

Differentiating them from green
facades

Most of the present office spaces utilize
their building walls as green facades and
are likely to confuse them with green
walls. While green facades would mean

a full wall, seemingly covered with green
with a stunning proportion of grey concrete beneath it, a green wall would imply
the growth of true vegetation, on the outer
facing side of the wall, with their roots embedded in a growing medium inside the
wall. A green facade would stay confined
to the growth of vines and creepy kinds
of plantations that can climb up to great
heights inspite of the fact that they have
been grounded at the base of the wall.
The unwanted thing about a green façade
is that the growth is vertical and pruning
the creepers would mean removing the
green eclipse from the skin of the wall and
exposing the nude concrete layer. This
makes green facades very hard to main-

Most living walls use the principles of
hydroponics for growing. The wall, on
which plants are to be grown, is blanketed
with a waterproof and protective layer of
PVC, on which the further arrangement is
structured. This keeps the wall from suffering from direct contact with the dampness of roots and getting flaky. The PVC
layer is covered with a wooly felt that stays
damp for a considerably long time. The
roots of the plants reach this felt and suck
up moisture from it. Then comes a final
covering of a fancy timber that has small
pores on its entire surface. These pores facilitate the insertion of seeds inside, from
where they proliferate into plantlets. Soil
comes nowhere in the scenario. The water
that is used for irrigation contains abundant soluble macro and micronutrients
that keeps the roots absolutely nourished
throughout the day. The irrigation system has a remotely located reservoir, and
an air pump that keeps sprinkling water
on the wall top. The water is directed towards the top of the arrangement from
where it can roll down the woolen felt, in
which some of it is trapped and the rest is
allowed to collect at a percolator below, at

the base of the wall. The excess water, that
is collected at the percolator is pumped
back to the reservoir, where it is replenished with the required minerals and led
forth to complete it cycle. This method is
expensive and maintaining it in its proper
order is a difficult thing to do. The maintaining cost, the set up involved, the frequency of refilling the reservoir with medium and determining the perfect strata
arrangement of adaptive plants are things
that just a layman cannot accomplish successfully. It requires the advice and constant support of a horticulture expert to
set up a green wall in an office. However,
hydroponically maintained green walls
prove to be hassle-less in the fact that soil
is absent and so are soil related pests and
diseases.

Deciding on the plant varieties

All plants types can never be grown on
walls. The first limitation that wall plantations face is that of light. Most office
interior designers fancy dedicating one
whole wall to the color green among other formal wall colors. Growing plants in
the interiors without an ample supply of
sunlight, and keeping away rotten dampness, that otherwise evaporates in the
Sun’s heat are tremendous tasks. So it is
always advisable to go for certain varieties of vegetation, that are shade loving,
can thrive in dampness without being
harmed and without causing perpetual
harm to the environment in which they
are being grown. Growth is not much of a
problem, as much as dampness is. Lights
of particular wavelengths are available of
course, that give vertical plantations the
rays that they require for growth. But an
over-sogged felt can harm roots of the
plants badly. Rotting in vertical planters

is very difficult to detect because the roots
are hidden in a deteriorating medium.
One fine day, plants would be found to
be just drooling off! To prevent this, it is
necessary that plants that are resistant to
moisture are given preference for a wall
garden. Ferns and dwarf foliage are the
gardener’s choice for vertical plantations.

The green effects

It is not just for ornamentation that vertical gardens are being given a royal seat
in office interiors now-a-days. There is
a reason they are called breathing walls.
The green layer helps a lot to bring down
the CO2 level in the office atmosphere,
thus pulling down the temperature. When
temperatures come down naturally, the
use of artificial cooling systems can be
brought down and there can be a huge
saving on the energy related investments
– a saving both for the environment and
for the pockets! Secondly, research has
proven that a layer of green in front of the
eyes or in an area that is frequently visited
by people, drastically improves the capacity to work and think positively. More
popularly known as the green therapy, it
freshens up one’s senses and a gives a kick
to spirits. Third, a wall, impregnated with
vegetation, acts as an insulator to noise
pollution. It is absolutely important that
people be saved from the cacophony of the
world outside their sitting areas in order
to concentrate productively on what they
are doing. So you see, the expenses that go
into the installation of a vertical garden,
are not in vain! IT gives off much more
than it takes!
Happy green office hours!
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